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Abstract 

Chamalaun, F.H., Prasad, S.N., Lilley, F.E.M., Srivastava, B.J., Singh, B.P. and Arora, B.R., 1987. On the interpreta- 
tion of the distinctive pattern of geomagnetic induction observed in northwest India. Tectonophysics, 140: 247-255. 

The geomagnetic variation data from the 1979 Indian array experiment have been reanalyzed and reexamined using 
the hypothetical event analysis technique. The contour map of the Z/H ratio replicates distinctive anomaly in 
northwest India previously delineated in maps of the Fourier coefficients. The anomaly reveals the presence of a 
significant conductor under the Ganga basin. The contour map has been used to derive a response profile perpendicu- 
lar to the strike of the anomaly, for comparison with 2-D numerical models. An excellent fit was found for a conductor 
at a depth of 32 km, with a width of 110 km and a conductivity contrast of 1000. This result places the conductor deep 
within the lithosphere. In the absence of supporting data the origin of the conductor is difficult to resolve. However, it 
is thought to be related to pressure-released partial melting, caused by fracturing of the Indian crust during the 
collision of India with Asia. 

Introduction 

In earlier papers Lilley et al. (1981) Arora et al. 
(1982) and Srivastava et al. (1984) reported the 
discovery of a large and distinctive geomagnetic 
induction anomaly in northwest India. The 
anomaly was mapped by an array of variometers 
arranged in four lines perpendicular to the main 
geological strike of the Himalaya. Figure 1 shows 
the distribution of variometer sites against the 
background of the principal geological features. 
The main anomaly was recorded at the northern 
sites, while the southern sites showed the possible 
presence of a second major anomaly in the west. 
In the previous papers the records were analysed 

using specific events selected for favourable orien- 
tation of the horizontal polarization field. The 
anomaly was mapped using Fourier transform 
coefficients, and shown to be present for periods 
from 20 to 91 min. In Arora et al. (1982) several 
events per station were averaged and induction 
arrows computed. These showed a clear reversal in 
the direction of the induction arrows between the 
two groups of northerly stations: Al, A2, Bl, B2, 
B3, and Cl in the west and C2, C3, Dl, D2, and 
D3 in the east. The southern stations showed 
arrows pointing consistently towards a possible 
second conductor much farther to the west. Of the 
two anomalies the northerly one is well defined, as 
it is bracketed by the array and reveals a major 
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Fig. 1. Showing the distribution of variometer sites of the 1979 array study. MT&--main Himalayan thrust zone. Broken lines active 

lineaments after Valdiya (1976). DZfR-Delhi-Hardwar Ridge; MBF-Muradabad Fault; GBF-Great Boundary Fault. Heavily 

shaded area-possible extend of conductor. 

conductor under the Ganga basin. Surprisingly the 

conductor appears to strike northwards, and per- 

pendicular to the main geological grain defined by 

the Himalayan suture zone. 

Using a line current approximation Lilley et al. 

(1981) suggested a depth of 100 km or less. Vozoff 

(1984) reported numerical model studies using the 

transmission line approach of Madden (Swift, 

1971). On the basis of the data reported by Lilley 

et al. (1981), he concluded that the conductive 

zone must be 100-200 km wide and that it must 

have a resistivity of less than 2 am. His depth 

estimate was 10 km or less. 

In this paper we report the results from a 

reanalysis of the data and a numerical modelling 

study designed to define in more detail the main 

shape parameters of the northern conductor as an 

aid to its geological interpretation. It will be shown 

that, despite the wide station spacings, the prin- 

cipal parameters can be determined within rela- 

tively narrow limits. 

Determination of the anomaly profile 

For the purpose of numerical modelling it is 

necessary to obtain the response to horizontal 

fields which vary perpendicular to the strike of the 

conductor. The Fourier coefficients, used in earlier 

papers to map the anomaly, were obtained for 

particular horizontal field polarizations, not neces- 

sarily perpendicular to the strike. The hypothetical 

event approach of Bailey et al. (1974) has been 

used here to determine the average response for 

horizontal fields. 

The data used are the same as those reported 

by Arora et al. (1982). The data comprise only 

substorm events for all sites. We recomputed the 

Fourier transforms using a similar approach to 

that of earlier papers, but included spectral band 

averaging to get a more stable estimate for the 

Fourier coefficients. The band averages for several 

events were used to compute station averages. 

From these we then computed the transfer func- 

tions or induction arrows following Schmucker 



(1970) and Everett and Hyndman (1967). The 
induction arrows are for individual stations and 
are not corrected for anomalous horizontal varia- 
tions. We considered that the alternative proce- 
dure of selecting a particular station and assuming 
that it recorded only the normal field, would 
introduce a comparable error, since such a station 
cannot readily be identified. The induction arrows 
are plotted in Fig. 2 and when compared with 
earlier diagrams (Arora et al., 1982) are seen to be 
very similar, suggesting that the slightly modified 
computational procedure did not affect the main 
result. The transfer functions can now be regarded 
to represent the average response for each station 
to varying horizontal fields of any direction. 

The required response function may be ob- 
tained from the transfer functions by substituting 
the required direction of the horizontal field and 
calculating the vertical field response. This is the 
hypothetical event analysis of Bailey et al. (1974). 
The main difficulty with this approach is that it 
assumes a uniform horizontal field. 

Fig. 2. Contour map of the Z/H ratio for a hypothetical event 

of horizontal field in the direction A- A’. Profile of Fig. 3 is 

taken along A-A’. B-B’ presumed strike of conductor. Units 

are for H = 10 nT. 
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For the modelling study, we chose the 53-min 
period at which the anomaly is best defined and 
used only the real part of the vertical to horizontal 
ratio, as the imaginary part is rather small. The 
resulting contour map of the Z/H ratio for the 
northwestern part of the array is shown in Fig. 2 
together with the induction arrows. It shows, as 
did the maps of the Fourier coefficients of earlier 
papers (Lilley et al., 1981; Arora et al., 1982), a 
well defined anomaly striking north-northeast. The 

anomaly is characterized by a high near B2 and a 
distinctive low near C2 some 100 km to the south- 
east. The contour map also shows closure of the 
contour lines in the north and south suggesting 
that the body is 3-D and may not extend much 
beyond the mapped area. The response profile 
used in the modelhng study was interpolated from 
the contour map along the line A-A’, shown in 
Fig. 2. The profile is fairly symmetrical with both 
the positive and negative ratios equal to 0.45. The 
slope between the maxima and minima is rela- 
tively well defined (O.O07/km), but that to the 
west and east of the extrema not. In fact the 
western slope proved impossible to fit with the 
models studied below. The half width is about 120 
km. Given this width and the large amplitude the 
anomaly can be expected to be deep and to be 
caused by a significant conductivity contrast. The 
maximum to minimum distance is about 165 km 
and this implies a conductor width of about the 
same dimension. 

Modelling 

To model the conductor we used the numerical 
technique described by Jones and Pascoe (1971). 
It allows for quite complicated shapes and con- 
ductivity structures. Hibbs et al. (1978) obtained 
encouraging comparisons between the numerical 
approach and scaled laboratory results, suggesting 
that the finite difference technique is capable of 
computing the correct response function, particu- 
larly for long periods and moderate resistivity 
contrasts. The procedure is essentially one of for- 
ward modelling: after defining the model and its 
parameters, the response function is computed 
and compared with the observed one. The param- 
eters or the model itself are then changed until a 
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Fig. 3. Profile of observed response along the line A- A’ in 

Fig. 2. The half-width (W’) is the horizontal extend of the 

anomaly at half the amplitude. S is the slope at half the 

amplitude. Circles represent stations on or close to the profile. 

satisfactory fit is obtained. For models with many 
parameters the convergence can be slow and so, in 
view of the symmetry of the observed profile, we 
used a simple model of a tabular body. The Jones 
and Pascoe (1971) approach involves a grid of 
variable mesh sixes. Care needs to be exercised in 
selecting a reasonably uniformly varying grid mesh 
(Jones and Thompson, 1974). After some experi- 
mentation we chose the horizontal grid spacings as 
shown in Fig. 5. The vertical grid consists of five 
layers of 1 km followed by the same number of 2, 
3, 4, and 5 km and the remainder at 10 km. A 
total of 75 X 75 mesh points were used. 

In initial tests we assumed a uniform back- 
ground of R’ = 1000 Qm and a tabular body (see 
Fig. 5) with four parameters: depth to the top (T), 
thickness (B), width (W) and resistivity (R’). By 
systematically varying the model parameters we 
first determined that the model response is not 
sensitive to changes in B, provided B is compara- 
ble to the skin-depth. In subsequent experiments 
B has, therefore, been kept constant at 50 km. 
Next we found that the maximum-minimum dis- 
tance is roughly equal to W + T and that W = 110 
km fitted the observed profile for a wide range of 
depth and resistivity values. Keeping B and W 

constant we then investigated the parameter space 
in detail by varying T through 18, 30, 42, 52 and 

72 km and R’ through 1,2,3, and 4 am. 
To quantify the fit between observed and com- 

puted profiles, we noted that the observed profile 
can be approximated by three characteristics (Fig. 
3): the maximum amplitude-which is 0.45; the 
half width corresponding to the width of the 
anomaly profile at half the maximum amplitu- 
de-which is 120 km; and the slope at the half- 
width between the extrema-which is 0.007. Using 
these it is possible to plot nomograms relating 
each characteristic to the model parameters of 
depth and resistivity. Examples are given in Fig. 4, 

DEPTH TO TOP IN KM 

0 20 40 60 60 

DEPTH TO TOP IN KM 

Fig. 4. Nomograms of halfwidth (thick line), slope (thin line) 

and amplitude (dashed line), as a function of model resistivity 

and depth to the top. A. For model with uniform background 

resistivity of 1000 Slm, but with a conducting layer (A) at the 

surface. B. The same but with the addition of conducting layers 

M as shown in Fig. 5. 
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where only those contours, bracketing the ob- 
served values, are shown for the sake of clarity. 
The nomograms are particularly useful for assess- 
ing the range over which the parameters are likely 
to give an acceptable fit, which ideally should 
correspond to the intersection of all three con- 
tours. 

The nomogram for a tabular model with uni- 
form resistivity background of 1000 S2m, showed 
that the amplitude and slope contours are more or 
less parallel and hence do not accurately define 
the depth or resistivity. On the otherhand, the 
halfwidth in conjunction with the other two does 
define an acceptable model within narrow limits. 
We obtained T= 42 km and R’ = 2.0 am, W= 

110 km and B = 50 km. The depth to the bottom 
is not defined, as noted earlier and 50 km is 
regarded as a minimum. 

Next, we investigated the effects of introducing 
a more realistic background conductivity profile. 
The background conductivity affects both the dif- 
fusion of the field into the subsurface and the 
actual resistivity of the conductor. The principal 
difficulty is, however, to choose an appropriate 
background structure in the absence of any useful 
data. Since the introduction of each layer adds 
three further model parameters, we decided to 
investigate the effects of adding a conductive layer 
(layer A in Fig. 5) at the surface to simulate the 
presumably more conducting sediments of the 
Ganga basin, and a conducting layer below the 
tabular model to represent the conducting mantle 
(layer M in Fig. 5). It was found that both could 
be subdivided, as detailed below, without affecting 
the results significantly. Layer C represents the 
bulk of the lithosphere. 

Layer A was assigned a value of 15 Stm based 
on the observed value quoted by Vozoff (1984) 
and below it was added 10 km of 200 Pm, which 
is a reasonable value for the basement (Kaufman 
and Keller, 1981). The lithosphere has been as- 
signed a value of 1000 Qm, and layer M comprises 
a layer of 100 km of 100 am, 150 km of 50 Om 
followed by 10 am. The choice of resistivities and 
thicknesses was from necessity arbitrary. We were 
guided by the conductivity profile of Drury (1978), 
which it resembles with slightly higher conductivi- 
ties and shallower depths to conform to the heat 

500 400 300 200 100KY 

Fig. 5. Final model response compared with the observed 

response. Model and observed response functions are shown 

for one half space only. Dashed line for observed curve and 

solid line for model curve. Between 0 and 100 km the model 

curve coincides with the observed curve. The model parameters 

are: T-depth to the top; B-thickness; W-the full width. 

The subdivisions of the layer M into MI, M2, and M3 are 

shown. The vertical short lines at the bottom of the model 

space represent the horizontal grid-spacings used in the model 

computations. 

flow values, as discussed below. 
In Fig. 4A is shown the nomogram for the case 

in which layer A alone is added, while in Fig. 4B 
the mantle conductor is also present. The effect of 
both layers is very similar in that the ratio is 
reduced, thereby making the conductor appear to 
be deeper than it is. The important feature to note 
from a comparison of the two figures, is that the 
intersection of halfwidth contours with the slope 
or ratio contours, moves to lower model resistivi- 
ties as the result of introducing the mantle con- 
ductors. Yet the depth to the top of the model is 
not greatly affected. The intersection of the slope 
and amplitude contours by itself moves towards 
greater depths, as do also the halfwidth contours. 
The two circles in the Fig. 4A and B represent 
model parameters that yield the same response 
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curve. That in Fig. 4B represents the final model. 
Blohm et al. (1977) and Edwards et al. (1981) 

have discussed the commonly observed high-con- 
ductive layer in the middle to upper crust. It is 
usually assigned a value of 50 Qm. We have not 
succeeded in producing an acceptable model with 
such a layer included and conclude that a middle 
crust low resistivity layer is absent under the 
Ganga basin. 

The final model adopted is shown in Fig. 5, 
where also the observed and computed profiles are 
compared. Since the model is symmetrical, only 
one half is shown. Its parameters are: T = 32 km, 
R’ = 1 Bm, B = 50 km, and W= 110 km. It can 
be seen that the fit is very good considering the 
uncertainties associated with the observed profile. 
In particular, the poor fit with the western limb of 
the observed curve must reflect poor control over 
the contouring. Also the actual shape of the con- 
ductor is unlikely to be accurately represented by 
a square tabular body. Importantly Fig. 4B clearly 

shows that the depth to the top, and the resistivity 
contrast are determined within narrow limits, for 
the specific background conductivity structure. 
The width of the conductor cannot be varied by 
more than a few kilometres, but the depth to the 
bottom, as noted earlier, is a minimum estimate. 

Limitations of the model 

The geological interpretation is predicated on 
this model being valid hence its citations should 
be clearly appreciated. The depth is the most 
important parameter, because it determines the 
gross geological conditions needed to formulate a 
geological interpretation. Shallow conductors are 
more readily explained than deep conductors. 

(1) It is assumed that the current profile is 
indeed a reasonable representation of the true 
profile. Uncertainties arising from the uniform 
horizontal field assumption in the hypothetical 
event analysis, as well as those arising from using 
only a few events of short duration are probably 
much less serious than the uncertainty arising 
from the relatively wide station spacings used in 
the survey. We have not been able to fit shallow 
(c 20 km) conductors to the current profile. How- 
ever, it may well be that profiles of shallow thin- 

sheet-like conductors, representing perhaps saline 
beds in the lower Ganga succession, could be 
generated to pass through the four observed points 
on the profile. Such profiles would be quite differ- 
ent in the centre portion. 

(2) The model parameters are dependent on the 
background conductivity profile. Changes in 
depth and corresponding changes in the conduc- 
tivity contrast would result if a significantly differ- 
ent background structure were to be proposed. 
Lower crustal depths cannot be ruled out. 

(3) The third major uncertainty arises from the 
lack of data north of the anomaly. The modelling 
program assumes a conductor of infinite strike 
length. However, the contour map suggests that 
the anomaly may not extend much further north- 
ward than mapped. It is not clear how 2-D mod- 
elling of a 3-D anomaly affects the depth estimate, 
but using the analogy between line and ring cur- 
rents one would suspect that 2-D modelling un- 
derestimates the depth. 

Interpretation 

In the following discussion we will assume that 
the model results indicate a conductor at the 
crust-mantle interface with a conductivity con- 
trast of 1000 above the background. In a lateral 
sense the conductor lies just southwest of the main 
thrust zone of the Himalaya. Stations north of the 
thrust zone have not recorded a strong continua- 
tion of the anomaly, su~esting that it does not 
continue into the thrust zone itself (Fig. 1). To the 
south the anomaly falls short of the southern 
boundary of the Ganga basin. It is entirely con- 
tained within the Ganga basin and covered by the 

several kilometres thick sedimentary sequence 
contained within the basin. There are several fea- 
tures that like the geomagnetic anomaly trend 
north, transverse to the strike of the Main 
Boundary thrust zone. These were discussed in 
some detail by Valdiya (1976), who showed that 
many appear to be reactivated faults that existed 
prior to the collision of India with Asia. The 
anomaly is situated between two of these (Fig. 1). 
On the northwest lies the Delhi-Hardwar ridge, 
which is interpreted as an extension of the Aravalis, 
plunging under the Ganga basin and to the south- 
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east lies the Moradabad fault. The anomaly ap- 
pears to be localized in that the array shows little 
evidence of another such anomaly to the east or 
west. 

Other geophysical data that might have helped 
to restrain geological interpretations are scant or 
ambiguous. The gravity data (Qureshy, 1969; 
Verma and Subrahmanyam, 1984) show a general 
decrease over the Ganga basin, entirely consistent 
with the presence of several kilometres of low-den- 
sity sediments. The Bouguer gravity map (Verma 
and Subrahmanyam, 1984) does show an anomaly 
over the area of the geomagnetic anomaly. 

The heat-flow data have been discussed by 
Gupta (1982) and Singh and Negi (1982), who 
suggested a general region (Aravalli protoconti: 
nent), which includes the geomagnetic anomaly, of 
high heat flow (40 mW m-‘) relative to the Indian 
subcontinent. The main evidence for high heat 
flow derives from observations further north and 
closer to the Himalayan suture zone and to the 
south in the Aravallis. The implication of the 
relatively higher than normal heat flow is that the 
general level of the conductivity in the lithosphere 
should also be higher. To some extent we have 
attempted to incorporate this in the model back- 
ground conducti~ty. The second implication, 
noted by Singh and Negi (1982), is that the tem- 
perature at the Moho should be higher and they 
computed the expected temperatures for several 
models, all of which suggested temperatures as 
high as 800 o C for the depth corresponding to our 
conductor. Their models did not, however, include 
the effects of radiogenic heat, and so are likely to 
give upper estimates. Gupta’s (1982) estimate for 
the Aravalli craton is 600 o C and his estimate for 
radiogenic corrected heat flow is 30 mW rnw2_ 

The crustal thickness in India has been sum- 
marized by Narain (1973). It appears that much of 
the Indian sub-continent is underlain by a more or 
less flat Moho at an average depth of 37 to 40 km 
(Gupta, 1982), whereas under the Himalaya the 
depth is between 60 and 70 km. The Moho under 
the Ganga basin is between 28 and 36 km based 
on P-wave data (Qureshy, 1969). It is possible that 
the crust is marginally thinner under the Ganga 
basin compared to the rest of India. The depth of 
the conductor determined from the model studies, 

clearly suggests that it lies almost directly at the 
Moho boundary with only little penetration into 

the lower crust. 
The seismicity maps (Khatari et al., 1984) show 

a distinct pattern of enhanced seismicity again 
broadly coinciding with the area of the anomaly. 
The seismicity in fact outlines the anomaly quite 
closely. The main activity is concentrated at the 
southern and northern ends of the anomaly, with 
minor activity along the Delhi-Hardwar ridge and 
Moradabad fault (Kaila and Narain, 1976). The 
epicentres are shallow and few earthquakes exceed 
magnitude 5. The fault plane solution for the 
Moradabad earthquake of August 15, 1966 
(Chandra, 1978) showed normal faulting about an 
east-west strike. 

The close proximity of the geomagnetic anomaly 
to the Himalayan thrust front suggests that the 
basic origin of the conductor may be related to an 
upwelling of mantle material into the lower litho- 
sphere. However, the conductivity contrast of 1000 
is not readily explained just in terms of a lithologi- 
cal contrast and requires elevated temperatures or 
more likely partial melting. Partial melting of 
mantle material has been shown experimentally 
(Shankland and Waff, 1977; Rai and Manghnani, 
1978) to be capable of increasing the electrical 
conductivity by several orders of magnitude. It is 
conceivable that local conditions exist conductive 
to partial melting at a depth of 80 km (1200°C), 
corresponding to a dry mantle. However, if water 
is present the temperature for partial melting is 
lowered and the depth could well be significantly 
less (Fyfe, 1976). The factors that control the 
generation of a partial melt (Chelidze, 1978; Ribe, 
1985), and those that control its electrical conduc- 
tivity (Rai and Manghnani, 1978) are complex and 
cannot yet be evaluated. Nevertheless we consider 
it likely that the conductor is due to partial melt- 
ing at shallow depth in the upper mantle. 

It is more difficult to speculate on a mechanism 
that would have triggered the creation of a rather 
localized partial melt zone. The proximity to the 
main Himalayan thrust zone suggests a causal link 
with the collision process of India with Asia. The 
associated stress patterns could have resulted in a 
weakening and fracturing of the lower crust, al- 
lowing the upflow of mantle material. The partial 
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Fig. 6. A schematic drawing showing the possible generation of 

a conductor as the result of fracturing of the crust under the 

Ganga basin. 

melting would then result from pressure release 
(Ribe, 1985). 

Although the coincidence of the seismicity zones 
with the proposed conductor boundaries is per- 

haps fortuitous, it is nevertheless evident that there 
is considerable present-day tectonic activity asso- 
ciated with the anomaly. It is likely that the 
seismicity is in response to stresses on the litho- 
sphere and are related to deeper fracture zones. In 
Fig. 6 we have sketched one possible mode of 
fracturing that could give rise to the geomagnetic 
anomaly and which is broadly consistent with the 
current geophysical data. The diagram attempts to 
explain the limited north-south configuration of 
the conductor, and assumes that the east-west 
limits are similarly controlled by transverse faults 
such as the Moradabad fault. The structure en- 
visaged implies that triggering of the partial melt 
resulted from fracturing of the crust above. 

Conclusion 

The northwest Indian anomaly is one of the 
largest and most significant continental geomag- 
netic induction anomalies. The modelling results 
suggest an upper mantle depth for the anomaly 
and a very large conductivity contrast. One possi- 
ble explanation for the latter is by partial melting, 
which we suggest was initiated by the fracturing of 
the lithosphere, due to the collision of India with 
Asia. 

To further restrain interpretative models much 
additional data are required. Geomagnetic vari- 
ation studies involving a closer spaced array are 

critically needed to confirm the response function, 
which in this study was extrapolated over large 
distances. Such work with magnetic variometers at 
closer spacings has recently been commenced by 
Arora and Mahashabde (1985). Also, a real need 
is for geomagnetic variation data spanning a larger 
range of frequencies and particularly low frequen- 
cies to define the conductivity contrast at depth 
and the depth to the bottom of the conductor. 
Equally important, is the need for magnetotelluric 
depth sounding data to restrain the background 
conductivity profile in future models. Finally, it 
would be of considerable interest to examine the 
propagation of seismic waves through the upper 
mantle, using tomographic techniques, to confirm 
the presence of a partial melt. 
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